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Chapter 61: Not Interested in Scientific Research 

 

Seeing Shan Yue look over with a puzzled expression, Shan Chen knew that she had 
completely forgotten about the question she did that day. He quickly explained to Shan 
Yue, “It’s the question I asked you to do last time. The person who solves it can obtain a 
guaranteed place at the Capital University and can do research with those powerful 
professors. His future is limitless!” 

“Oh,” Shan Yue replied indifferently after hearing this. She did not even look up, as if 
she did not care at all. 

Shan Chen flipped through his post with ten million views and could not suppress the 
excitement in his heart. He loudly read a few praises and flattering comments to Shan 
Yue that had an extremely high like count. His face was red with excitement. 

Suddenly, he said happily, “Sister! Several professors from Capital University have 
specially registered accounts and appeared in the comments section. They said that as 
long as you’re willing to appear, they can agree to any request…” 

“It’s just a question. Don’t make a fuss.” Shan Yue was amused by Shan Chen’s 
comical appearance. She chuckled and rubbed his head. Only Shan Chen sincerely 
hoped that she would become better and never be jealous of her. This was what a 
family member should be like. Shan Yue was very satisfied. 

“This is not an ordinary question. Ever since it was announced, countless academic big 
shots and teams have been working hard to solve it, but no one has been able to 
achieve more than half of the higher progress! Sister, you solved it alone. You’re simply 
a genius!” 

After a pause, Shan Chen lowered his head and saw that his only follower, Lin Xiao, 
had sent him a private message. His words were a little shaky. “Oh my god, Lin Xiao 
sent me a private message. Sister, are you willing to get this guaranteed admission?” 



Shan Chen thought that as the final goal of all the college entrance examination 
students, there was no reason for Shan Yue to reject their sincere invitation. It was also 
a certainty that she would be admitted to the Capital University. By asking this, he was 
respecting Shan Yue’s decision. 

However, while he was sincerely happy for Shan Yue’s glorious future, he heard her 
reject him without hesitation. “No need.” 

“Huh? Why?” Shan Chen was stunned. 

Capital University was indeed the target of Shan Yue’s revenge. Other than that, she 
could not think of any other reason why she had to be sent to Capital University. 

Shan Yue said, “I’m not interested in doing research with those old pedants. I’m not 
interested in scientific research.” 

“But Capital University is the top university in the Federation…” Shan Chen hesitated. 

“I can consider it, but there’s no need for a guaranteed admission,” Shan Yue replied. 
Since she had the strength to get into the Capital University, the so-called guaranteed 
spot was not attractive to her. Moreover, if she really appeared to respond, who knew 
how many gazes would fall on her? She did not want to be exposed so early. 

Seeing that Shan Yue’s attitude was firm, Shan Chen could not persuade her anymore. 
He just exhaled regretfully. “Alright.” 

Sensing that Shan Chen was a little depressed, Shan Yue asked considerately, “What 
about you? Do you want to have a guaranteed admission to the Capital University?” 

She knew that Shan Chen had always been outstanding in his studies. It was almost 
certain that he would be admitted to the Capital University. Seeing that Shan Chen was 
filled with enthusiasm and yearning for the Capital University and mathematics 
research, Shan Yue felt that it was good to leave this guaranteed admission opportunity 
to Shan Chen. 

When Shan Chen heard this, he understood what Shan Yue meant. He refused without 
thinking, “I don’t need it either! I-I want to be like Sister and enter with my own strength!” 

With that, the siblings looked at each other and smiled, understanding each other’s 
thoughts. Shan Yue had the confidence and pride of an expert, and Shan Chen was 
also willing to train himself and catch up to his sister. 

Looking at the dialog box that Lin Xiao had sent over, Shan Chen hesitated for a long 
time before silently deleting the message. His fingers paused on the input box. 



He recalled the lost days in the past. He had relied on Lin Xiao’s deeds to guide him 
forward. He had worked hard and studied hard, studying his entire life to obtain more 
and more vast knowledge. 

But now, he had already found his true goal. That was to follow in his sister’s footsteps 
and work hard to be side by side with her to realize the greatest value in life like her. 

In the end, Shan Chen only replied to Shan Yue’s original words, “No need.” After 
replying, Shan Chen’s restless heart calmed down. He put away his phone and focused 
on what he had to do. 

 

Chapter 62: Cold Rejection 

 

On the other side, in the research room of the Capital University. 

Ever since Lin Xiao saw that the question he had sent had finally been solved by 
someone, he had been absent-minded. Whether it was the course discussion or 
research, he could not help but think about this matter. 

Would that person reply to him? Would the other party be willing to come to the Capital 
University? Lin Xiao was very uncertain. 

Logically speaking, no ambitious and academic-loving young man would reject the 
invitation of the Capital University. Moreover, he had heard the old professors discuss 
that as long as that person was willing to appear, they would immediately give him the 
position of honorary academician. They would keep him first. 

Or could it be that this mysterious person was actually the alternate account of a certain 
big shot in the academic circle? He did not care about fame and fortune at all and purely 
wanted to tease everyone? 

Lin Xiao was about to rack his brains over this matter. He looked forward to the 
mysterious person’s reply even more anxiously. He was now extremely curious about 
everything about this person. It took him half a year to answer half of this question. He 
wondered how this person did it and how long it took him to solve it. 

Where did the mysterious person come from? What did he experience? Where did his 
master come from to have such broad knowledge, strength, and clear thinking? 

At the thought of this, Lin Xiao could not help but take out his phone and look at the 
private message again, looking forward to the mysterious person’s reply. When he 



looked at it, he really saw a small red dot appear under the system’s default profile 
picture. It showed that the other party had sent him a message. 

Lin Xiao clicked on it happily, but he saw that after a few sincere messages, the other 
party only replied with a short and cold message: No need. 

These two words were light, but they instantly shattered all of Lin Xiao’s beautiful 
fantasies. Losing the opportunity to get to know a math genius was simply worse than 
killing him. 

After a while, Lin Xiao was finally willing to accept the fact that the other party had 
rejected him. Perhaps the big shot was so cold and arrogant that he looked down on 
everything. Lin Xiao could only comfort himself like this. 

As for the old professors in the academy who were waiting for the mysterious person to 
appear and answer their doubts, they could only be disappointed. Lin Xiao sighed. 

It was night. 

The monthly exam ended. The teachers did not assign homework for the time being. 
When Shan Chen had time, he sat in front of the high-end computer that Shan Yue had 
bought for him and excitedly tried to run all kinds of difficult programs. 

When Sun Ling came in with a stack of grapes and nuts, she happened to see Shan 
Chen staring intently at the computer screen. The eye lenses he was wearing were 
almost touching the screen. 

Ever since Shan Yue paid for her food, Sun Ling had become a little more generous. 
However, most of the money was spent on Shan Chen. As for these slightly more 
expensive fruit snacks, Shan Yue did not have them. 

Putting the washed grapes and nuts aside, Sun Ling wiped her hands with her apron 
and was a little unhappy. She pulled back Shan Chen’s body, which was leaning 
forward because he was too focused, and reminded him, “Your eyes are going to break 
if you lean so close to the computer screen!” 

Shan Chen adjusted his glasses. “Sorry, Mom. I didn’t notice until just now.” 

Although Shan Chen responded to her, his head did not turn away at all. His attention 
was still on the computer screen. Sun Ling was even more unhappy and urged, “Eat 
some nuts. They’re good for your eyes. There’s also grapes. Try them.” 

“Okay, I’ll eat later.” 

She had never seen her son so obsessed with computers. Sun Ling thought of Shan 
Yue, that fiend, and her words became angry. “Don’t always look at the computer. You 



won’t be able to learn anything good from your useless sister. You’re at a critical period 
of your studies now. I know you’re self-aware and your grades are good, but your final 
mission is to get into university. When you become successful in the future, you can 
lead me to a good life…” 

Sun Ling swallowed her saliva and started nagging again. “Kids nowadays are addicted 
to the Internet. My colleague’s son skipped class and played games every day because 
of his Internet addiction. His grades, which were originally in the top few, fell all the way 
down and he was finally expelled by the school! When he returned home, he also stared 
at the computer like you, unable to pull him away. It was as if the computer was his life. 
Could it be that Shan Yue gave you the computer with this intention…” 

Shan Chen really could not stand Sun Ling’s indirect scolding. “Mom, what exactly are 
you trying to say?” 

 

Chapter 63: Deceived by Illusion 

 

Sun Ling was interrupted and said with an unnatural expression, “What Mom means is 
that you shouldn’t be deceived by Shan Yue’s illusion. She might be jealous of your 
good grades and deliberately seduce you with all kinds of things to drag you down so 
that you can’t get into a good university.” 

“Mom, Sister is very smart and kind. Please don’t talk about her like that. Looking at the 
computer is purely because of my hobby.” Shan Chen stopped controlling the mouse 
and said seriously with a serious expression. 

Sun Ling pretended not to hear Shan Chen’s explanation. Seeing that his expression 
was not good, she was worried that he would be angry if she continued. She quickly 
swallowed her words of scolding Shan Yue. 

Shan Yue, that idiot who always only had single digits for the exam, was completely 
unrelated to the word smart! In any case, she absolutely did not believe that Shan Yue 
would become smart. Even when she heard that Shan Yue was doing programming to 
earn money, Sun Ling only thought that Shan Yue had been lucky. After all, how could 
this fat and stupid trash, Shan Yue, be better than her Shan Chen and Shan Xing? 

“That lunatic Shan Yue actually made a bet with me last time that she could get first 
place in the school for the monthly examination. Alright, let’s not talk about this 
anymore. Chenchen, I know you know what to do. Try not to play with the computer as 
much as possible. Work hard and get into a good university!” Sun Ling saw that Shan 
Chen was getting impatient, so she quickly finished speaking and closed the door 
before leaving. 



“Sigh…” Shan Chen knew that no matter how he explained for Shan Yue, it could not 
change Sun Ling’s prejudice against Shan Yue. He sighed and felt many emotions. 

His mother would definitely not have thought that Shan Yue, the daughter whose a 
“dumb pig” she scolded and despised the most, would reject the invitation to the Capital 
University without hesitation today, right? 

Moreover, Shan Yue had also told him that she was confident that she could score full 
marks in this monthly exam. 

Forget it. His mother would not believe it even if he told her these things. She would 
even suspect that he and Shan Yue had gone “crazy” together. Shan Chen pursed his 
lips and suppressed this matter in his heart. 

The teachers of the third year were extremely efficient at marking papers. After a night, 
the papers for all the subjects had been graded. They had ranked the results early in 
the morning and pasted them at the entrance of the teaching building. 

In front of the results ranking, a large group of students were discussing the monthly 
examination. 

“The top student in the cohort is the repeat student of Class One, Li Xu. 675 points. 
How impressive.” 

“Out of 700 points, he only deducted 25 points. If it were me, I wouldn’t be at this level 
even after repeating for five years.” 

“Look, the school belle, Chen Min, has fallen to more than 300 this time. She was still in 
the top ten last time. It looks like she was dealt a huge blow after her family’s accident!” 

“Hey, let me see mine. Fortunately, I didn’t fall out of the top 200. Otherwise, our form 
teacher will nag me again…” 

After the students were envious of the top students ranked at the front, they looked at 
the bottom of the rankings: the bad students. 

If everyone looked at the results of the top students because they looked up to the gods 
and sighed at the difference between ordinary people and geniuses, then they looked at 
the bottom results to see how low the IQ of humans was. 

Suddenly, someone in the crowd burst into violent laughter. “Hahahaha! Look, Shan 
Yue’s total score is actually a duck egg! I’m dying of laughter. Her total score in the past 
was at least 20 to 30 points!” 



The person who burst into laughter was Zhao Rui. Ever since he was taught a lesson in 
public by Shan Yue last time, he had hated Shan Yue. Now that he had the opportunity, 
he deliberately mocked Shan Yue exaggeratedly. 

As expected, the students’ attention was attracted by his words. After seeing a series of 
zeros after Shan Yue’s name, everyone laughed maliciously and mockingly. 

“The last time I saw her listening to class, I thought she was going to work hard. I didn’t 
expect her to work in the opposite direction!” 

“Even if she threw the answer sheet to the ground and stepped on it, it’s impossible for 
her to score zero for all the questions. Shan Yue perfectly avoided all the correct 
answers. She’s too awesome.” 

“How can there be such a stupid person? The second last place has at least 200 points. 
Hahahaha, could she be a retard?” 

The crowd was noisy. They were all laughing at Shan Yue’s zero results. Life in the third 
year of high school was oppressive and tense. It was rare to find a breakthrough like 
Shan Yue, so everyone released their usual accumulated negative emotions. 

 

Chapter 64: Ridiculous Score 

 

Beside Zhao Rui, who had an exaggerated mocking posture, was Yu Hao, who had a 
strange expression. 

In the past, he would definitely be amused by Shan Yue’s stupidity. He would also 
glance at her in disgust, but he would not take the initiative to mock her because he 
wanted to protect his image as the school hunk. 

But now, after knowing that Shan Yue’s results were actually getting lower and lower, 
obtaining a ridiculous zero, a strange emotion inexplicably appeared in his heart. During 
the exam, he had clearly seen Shan Yue seriously fill out the papers. Even if they were 
all wrong, they would at least score some points. How could it be zero? 

“This is wrong, right?” Yu Hao muttered. 

“What did you say?” Zhao Rui laughed until his stomach hurt. He didn’t hear Yu Hao 
clearly and asked casually. 

“It’s fine. It’s too disappointing to see such a person. Let’s go.” Yu Hao shook his head 
and left. 



Just as he retreated from the crowd and was about to return to the classroom, he 
bumped into Shan Yue and Shan Chen, who were walking side by side. Yu Hao sized 
up Shan Yue, who was chatting with Shan Chen with a smile on her face. He frowned 
and dodged like he was avoiding a plague. 

Shan Yue ignored Yu Hao’s self-flattering action. Instead, she glanced curiously at the 
crowd squeezing to the side and asked, “What are you doing? You’re blocking the road 
and not letting anyone pass.” 

“I think the Year Three results ranking is out. Sister, I’ll help you take a look!” Shan 
Chen’s eyes lit up. He was thinking about Shan Yue saying that she could get full 
marks. He rolled up his sleeves and was about to squeeze into the crowd. 

His sister was always mocked as a stupid pig with low IQ. Now that Shan Yue had 
gotten first place, wouldn’t she be able to slap those people’s faces? Shan Chen felt 
good just thinking about it. 

Shan Yue quickly helped him take his bag and instructed, “Be careful. Don’t get 
squeezed.” 

“Alright, Sister. If you really get first place, I’ll treat you to fried chicken after school with 
my private money!” Shan Chen’s smile was bright and warm as he waved at Shan Yue. 

Shan Chen first squeezed to the front of the noticeboard and looked up at the first 
place. Li Xu, 675 points. It was not Shan Yue’s name. He frowned and continued 
reading. There was no sign of Shan Yue beyond the top hundred. 

How was this possible? Shan Chen’s originally excited and nervous heart immediately 
sank. Could it be that Shan Yue’s test paper was too perfect and her results were 
placed on another ranking? But he didn’t see it either. 

Just as Shan Chen was standing in front of the noticeboard at a loss, a noisy voice a 
few meters away entered his ears. “Hahahaha, Shan Yue, so stupid!” 

Hearing the name that seemed to be Shan Yue, Shan Chen woke up from a dream and 
quickly squeezed to the end of the noticeboard. He stared at Shan Yue and a few Zero 
at the bottom of the rankings. 

Beside him, the students who knew or did not know her were all teasing the infamous 
fat pig girl, Shan Yue. Someone even nudged him with his elbow. “Yo, isn’t this a top 
student? Why is your sister’s score getting lower and lower? We’re really curious about 
how she did it. It’s not possible to get this score after choosing all A’s. Help us ask!” 

In an instant, Shan Chen’s face turned red. It was not because he was ashamed of 
being mocked, but because he was angry. Who changed his sister’s results to 0? That 
was absolutely impossible! 



“Ring—” When the bell rang, the students immediately dispersed and rushed to the 
classroom. 

Shan Yue realized that Shan Chen, who had retreated from the crowd, was flushed red. 
The smile on his face had disappeared, and he looked at her with inexplicable 
heartache. 

What happened? Shan Yue glanced at the noticeboard where the crowd had dispersed 
in surprise and was a little puzzled. “Who bullied you? I’ll beat him up.” 

Shan Chen strode up to Shan Yue and tried his best to calm his tone to prevent her 
from feeling sad. He took a deep breath and pretended to be calm. “Sister, your results 
are all zero. This is definitely impossible. Let’s go. I’ll go with you to argue with the 
teacher now!” 

In the end, Shan Chen’s voice was filled with tears. He knew how powerful Shan Yue 
was and how seriously she had taken the exam this time. Her strength could definitely 
score full marks, and this zero was definitely making things difficult and humiliating for 
Shan Yue. 

It was fine if those students usually mocked Shan Yue, but now, even the school’s 
teacher was targeting his sister. Shan Chen clenched his fists. 

 

Chapter 65: Some Cunning Methods 

 

Shan Yue nodded thoughtfully. “Alright, I understand. You don’t have to worry about 
this. I’ll settle it myself.” With that, she pushed Shan Chen comfortingly and urged, 
“Hurry up and go to class. You’re going to be late.” 

“B-but…” Shan Chen could not help but turn around to look at her, his eyes filled with 
hesitation and worry. He was worried that Shan Yue could not resolve this matter alone. 
After all, only the teacher could change her score to zero. Usually, students who went 
against the teacher would be punished and write a self-reflection letter. 

No matter what, he did not want Shan Yue to face these things alone. As her family, he 
should always stand by her side! 

Shan Yue understood Shan Chen’s thoughts. She curled her lips and urged again, “Go 
quickly. I’ll call you to settle it with me after class, alright?” 

Hearing this, Shan Chen was completely relieved. He smiled at Shan Yue and jogged 
back to the classroom. 



Shan Yue had originally thought to go to the office after class to ask about it. The first 
place was not important to her. What she cared about was only one reason. However, 
an accident happened during the first math class in the morning, disrupting Shan Yue 
and Shan Chen’s plans. 

The teacher-in-charge of the math class was Ms. Li, who had deliberately made things 
difficult for Shan Yue in class last time. After handing out the math paper to the entire 
class, Ms. Li leisurely glanced around the class and said, “My nephew, Li Xu, came in 
first place in this monthly exam. He scored 675 points. Among them, he scored 99 
points in math, the highest in the grade.” 

Only 99 points was the highest score in the entire third year of high school? Then what 
about her full marks in math? Shan Yue crossed her arms and watched silently as Ms. 
Li danced and praised her top student nephew. 

“Ms. Li is acting up again. Every time before class, she has to nag a lot of things that 
have nothing to do with the class. It’s so annoying,” a girl in the back row complained 
softly. 

Her deskmate secretly glanced at Ms. Li and hid behind a tall book to continue, “That’s 
right. She only knows how to brag about her sensible and filial nephew who had 
outstanding results and good personality every day. Those who don’t know might think 
that Li Xu is her biological son.” 

“That’s right, that’s right. Since she likes it so much, she should have one. I even saw 
her arguing with the dean in the stairwell last time because she couldn’t get pregnant,” 
another person added. 

“She and the dean? What’s their relationship?” 

“Her husband is the bald dean. We knew because our language teacher introduced him. 
Did you only know it now?” The boy chuckled teasingly. 

Hearing the discussion below the podium, Ms. Li slapped the table and said with a 
change in expression, “Quiet! You’re already in Year Three, are you still like a primary 
school student?!” 

The few students who were discussing softly immediately sat up straight and stopped 
talking. 

Unable to find the culprit who disturbed the class discipline, Ms. Li turned her gaze to 
Shan Yue in the corner. Seeing her cross her arms and look at her indifferently, Ms. Li 
was immediately furious. 

In the entire grade, there was no teacher who did not know Shan Yue. There were also 
teachers who tried their best to help her raise her results, but in the end, they were all 



angered by Shan Yue’s intelligence level. They shook their heads and shouted that 
Shan Yue was hopeless. 

At this moment, she was both disdainful and afraid of Shan Yue. After snorting coldly, 
she continued to pace on the podium. “I believe everyone has seen how outstanding 
Student Li Xu has been for the past three years. I hope that everyone can learn from 
Student Li Xu and be a good student with integrity. You can’t rely on some cunning 
methods and luck to deceive yourself and the teacher!” 

Ms. Li gritted her teeth and stared at Shan Yue as she said the last few words. She 
thought that Shan Yue would lower her head guiltily, just like the students she had 
caught cheating or breaking the rules in the past. However, Shan Yue still looked at her 
expressionlessly, as if the person who was talking to her was not Shan Yue. 

Ms. Li was even more unhappy. She thought to herself,?She’s so thick-skinned and 
doesn’t take the teacher seriously at all. I have to contact the parents to deal with such 
a problem! 

 

Chapter 66: Slandered for Cheating 

 

Ms. Li snorted and continued to secretly exert pressure on Shan Yue. Her tone was 
even heavier. “Students who cheat many times in the exam will receive the most severe 
punishment! You might not understand what I’m talking about now. When the school’s 
judgment results are out in a few days, everyone will naturally come to a realization. At 
that time, everyone must remember what I said. Stay away from such shameless 
students!” 

However, no matter how angry and intense her tone was, Shan Yue sat steadily in her 
seat and did not react at all. 

Ms. Li gritted her teeth. This was the first time in her career that she had encountered 
such a bad student who dared to go against her teacher. She was so angry that she 
wanted to point at Shan Yue’s nose and curse on the spot. 

However, considering that she still had to lecture on the test paper in this class and that 
more than half the time had passed, Ms. Li endured it. 

In any case, she had already called her husband, the dean, yesterday and impounded 
all of Shan Yue’s papers. When the other teachers were free to look at the papers after 
class today, Shan Yue’s cheating would naturally be exposed. 



At the thought of this, Ms. Li was immediately a little proud of her wit. Last night, she 
had just started marking the papers when she received Shan Yue’s full math paper. 
After reading it, she actually scored full marks, and the answer was very perfect. This 
kind of thing would never happen to the stupid Shan Yue. Therefore, she believed that 
Shan Yue had cheated and used her connections to take out Shan Yue’s various 
papers before the other teachers could grade them. 

This time, she had the foresight to catch a cheating student. She would definitely be 
praised as a glorious deed in the end of the year’s Outstanding Teacher Selection. As 
for a bad student like Shan Yue, it was best to drop out of school and not be an 
eyesore. 

“Let’s not talk about other things. Since everyone has already obtained the test paper, 
I’ll come and evaluate this exam…” Ms. Li was secretly pleased and finally remembered 
the serious matter of teaching. 

However, just as she picked up the chalk and before she could start, Shan Yue’s clear 
voice sounded in the class. “Ms. Li, I want to ask why I don’t have any papers.” 

The students turned around curiously and looked at Shan Yue, who had stood up to ask 
questions. 

Ms. Li’s expression immediately darkened. She sneered. “Hehe, you know very well 
why you don’t have any exam papers.” 

“I really don’t know. I need Ms. Li to tell me the reason. Also, why did I score zero in 
mathematics?” Shan Yue continued to ask calmly. 

“Haha, not only did Shan Yue score zero in math, but she also scored zero in all the 
other subjects! Why didn’t she say anything?” Immediately, a classmate reacted and 
covered his mouth as he laughed. 

“The grade department will naturally respond to the zero score in a few days. Don’t 
pretend to be stupid. Alright, Shan Yue, don’t disturb my class!” Ms. Li said unhappily. 
She had a feeling that if she continued to argue with Shan Yue, something might 
happen. 

Seeing that her matter had been picked up high by Ms. Li and gently put down, Shan 
Yue deliberately avoided her question and said loudly again, “Why do you make it 
sound like I’ve made a mistake, Ms. Li? You were the one who glared at me and said 
that I cheated just now. When I’m asking you, you’re being ambiguous. Are you 
deliberately inciting the students to misunderstand me?” 

“That’s right! Ms. Li, what did you want to say just now? Don’t hide it. Tell us!” Seeing 
the hostility between Shan Yue and Ms. Li, the boys immediately jeered. 



The students in the class were also very curious. Shan Yue was pressing on step by 
step and did not look guilty at all. Ms. Li was a little embarrassed, so she could only put 
on a straight face and hit the podium to scold, “Enough, Shan Yue, what are you still 
pretending for! Don’t you know that you cheated to get full marks? You’re still 
pretending to be innocent. I really admire your shamelessness!” 

“The reason why I didn’t expose you on the spot previously was because I wanted to 
leave you some dignity as a human. When the specific punishment is out, you will 
naturally suffer the punishment you deserve! And you even disturbed the order of the 
class and delayed me from explaining the questions to the students. Shan Yue, people 
like you are really evil!” 

 

Chapter 67: Causing Chaos 

 

Ms. Li scolded Shan Yue a few times in a row, stunning the students. Then, someone 
immediately reacted and exclaimed, “So Shan Yue scored zero for cheating!” 

“Oh my god, didn’t she used to be too lazy to even cheat and would rather write 
nonsense herself?” 

There was no emotion on Shan Yue’s face. She stood straight, her eyes cold, making 
Ms. Li subconsciously trembles. “You’re accusing me of cheating? What evidence do 
you have to spout nonsense and slander me like that? 

“Besides, you talked nonsense for a full twenty minutes in one class. I only asked you 
two questions and it became a disruption of class order. Do you know anything about 
being a teacher?” 

“You!” Ms. Li was speechless by Shan Yue’s words. After choking for a moment, she 
placed her hands on her hips and said angrily, “If I say you cheated, you’re cheating! 
What evidence do you want? In all my years of teaching, this is the first time I’ve seen a 
student who cheated dare to question a teacher in class! Shan Yue, you’re really 
shameless! Let me tell you, not only will a bad student like you be punished, but you’ll 
also be expelled and don’t have to participate in the college entrance examination! 
You’re not qualified at all!” 

“You can’t even produce evidence that I cheated, and you’re threatening me with 
dropping out of school and the college entrance examination qualifications? I think you 
don’t want to continue being a teacher, right?” Shan Yue was not angry but laughed. 
Previously, she was still willing to communicate with Ms. Li. At this moment, she was 
really provoked by this stupid and arrogant guy. 



If she still had the identity of the killer, Ling Yue, she could have killed Ms. Li, who kept 
finding trouble with her. However, she was Shan Yue now. If she wanted to not expose 
her identity and be targeted, she could only follow the rules of society. 

Tsk, Shan Yue was getting impatient. 

Frightened by the sharpness in Shan Yue’s eyes, Ms. Li subconsciously took a step 
back and shouted even more fiercely, “Shan Yue, what do you mean by that? What 
exactly do you want?” 

“What do I want?” Shan Yue curled her lips and walked out of her seat. She walked past 
the classmates who looked at each other in confusion and walked straight to Ms. Li, 
who was on the podium. As she walked, she said, “You humiliated and slandered me 
for cheating in public. In that case, I request that the test papers be re-judged and the 
surveillance cameras in the examination hall be checked! If I didn’t cheat, how about 
you bow and apologize to me in front of the entire school?” 

Seeing that Shan Yue was getting closer and closer, Ms. Li was so frightened that she 
pressed herself against the wall. When she heard Shan Yue’s confident voice, she felt 
even more uncertain. She said in a panic, “What nonsense are you talking about? My-
my husband is the grade director. Don’t mess around!” 

Seeing that Ms. Li was scared to death, Shan Yue walked up to her and smiled 
meaningfully. “Alright, then I’ll find someone who can resolve this matter.” 

With that, Shan Yue walked straight out the door without looking back. She would not 
openly hit someone in front of a bunch of students. At most, she would scare Ms. Li. 
Without relying on force, she naturally had a more effective solution. 

Ms. Li was frightened by her aura. Her heart was pounding, and she felt that something 
was wrong. 

Gritting her teeth, Ms. Li suppressed the fear in her heart for no reason and quickly 
followed out. At the same time, her voice trembled as she continued to threaten, “Shan 
Yue, you’re a student. Don’t go overboard. Be careful…” 

After the two of them walked away, everyone in the class was stunned for a long time 
before a commotion suddenly erupted. 

“Am I seeing things? Shan Yue actually quarreled with the worst-tempered Ms. Li!” 

“The two of them stopped attending class and quarreled all the way out. They’re really 
amazing!” 

“Why did Shan Yue suddenly become so brave? I almost thought she was going to go 
up and hit the teacher!” 



“I don’t think Shan Yue is wrong. Even if she cheated, she has to have evidence before 
taking it out. Ms. Li has really gone overboard.” 

“How did they quarrel? I was stunned just now and didn’t understand.” 

“I took out my phone to record it! Here, let me show you again…” 

Soon, the matter of Shan Yue arguing with Ms. Li during class because of whether she 
had cheated quickly spread throughout the entire third year and caused a commotion. 

Life in preparation for the college entrance examination was dull and boring. What Shan 
Yue did was like a huge stone smashing into the seemingly calm water, causing a huge 
splash. The water rippled and never stopped. 

 

Chapter 68: Perfect Full Marks 

 

As soon as the bell rang, a large number of students who wanted to watch the 
commotion immediately rushed into the office of the third-year teacher. All of them 
craned their necks to look inside, hoping to obtain more inside information about the 
quarrel. 

However, there was no one in the office at this moment. Countless students swarmed 
over, but they missed. 

As soon as class ended, Shan Chen ran nervously to the door of Shan Yue’s classroom 
to find her to settle the matter of getting zero marks for the exam. Just as he reached 
the door, he was almost bumped by a student who was rushing out. 

“I’m sorry!” The student who bumped into Shan Chen quickly lowered his head and 
apologized. When he looked up and realized that it was Shan Chen, who often walked 
with Shan Yue, he immediately said in surprise, “Shan Yue quarreled with the teacher. 
Why are you still here?” 

Sister and the teacher were arguing? Shan Chen’s face instantly turned pale. He looked 
at the crowd who had run over from all directions to watch the commotion and said in 
surprise, “Where did she go?” 

“I don’t know. Anyway, she’s not in the teacher’s office, but before she left, she said that 
she wanted to find someone who could solve the problem. Let’s look for her together.” 
The student hurriedly finished speaking and ran away with the other students. 



At the same time, in another office building, Shan Yue was standing in the principal’s 
office. A large group of teachers surrounded her. 

At first, she wanted to look for the principal directly, but as she passed by the teacher’s 
office of the grade group, Ms. Li followed behind her and cried to the dean, as if she had 
killed someone and not asked for justice. 

When the dean heard that Ms. Li had been bullied, he was furious. He wanted to teach 
the mischievous Shan Yue a lesson, but Shan Yue ignored him. He called out to several 
male teachers angrily to restrain Shan Yue, but Shan Yue dodged them all. Moreover, 
she even said that she would fight back next time. 

When the other teachers returned to the office after class, they heard that a student had 
quarreled with Ms. Li and almost fought with the dean. She wanted to seek justice from 
the principal, so they followed her to watch the commotion. 

“Shan Yue, your request is to re-judge the test papers and then ask Ms. Li to bow and 
apologize to you in public, right?” The principal walked out from behind his desk with his 
hands behind his back. He glanced at Ms. Li, who was in the dean’s arms, and his tone 
was a little strange. 

To be able to sit in the principal’s position, he was naturally a smart person. He 
understood that under such circumstances, even if Shan Yue was in the right, he could 
not uphold justice for her. After all, if he really made Ms. Li suffer, he would lose the 
hearts of the people. 

In the end, it was also because Shan Yue was just an unimportant school student, and 
Ms. Li was the teacher in charge of the school. Her husband was also the dean. 
However, some scenes had to be done well to avoid gossip. The principal faked a smile 
and threw a look at the dean. 

“You want me to apologize? Shan Yue, don’t go too far! I’m your teacher!” Ms. Li’s eyes 
were red with anger as she gritted her teeth. 

“Yes, where’s my test papers? Since the teachers are all here, mark it again for me to 
see.” Surrounded by a large group of teachers, Shan Yue did not panic at all. Instead, 
she calmly raised her chin and gestured for the teachers to take action. 

At the mention of the test papers, Ms. Li felt a little guilty. She could not help but look at 
the dean behind her, very unwilling. 

“Why? It’s fine if you slander me, but you even kept the test papers I wrote and won’t 
give it to me?” Shan Yue laughed and became even more impatient. “If I had known this 
would happen, I wouldn’t have even participated in the test. Wouldn’t it be better for you 
to directly accuse me?” 



Under pressure, the dean could only take out a thin stack of papers from the folder at 
the side. It was the seven papers that Shan Yue had taken yesterday. After sending the 
papers to the teachers of the various subjects, Shan Yue waited quietly with them for 
the results. 

“Wow, this test paper is written very well, especially the essay section. Her penmanship 
is deep and her literary talent is outstanding. It’s the most perfect, perfect, perfect test 
paper I’ve ever seen!” the Chinese teacher exclaimed. 

“Yes, the test paper I got was the same. The process was very complete and the 
answers were very standard. There was not a single mistake. It was full marks.” 

“Full marks for biology too. The person who answered the questions was very 
impressive. But why didn’t I see this test paper when I was marking it? Otherwise, I 
would have printed it out and displayed it in class.” 

As expected, she scored full marks in all subjects. Shan Yue was very satisfied with this 
result. She tilted her head and raised her eyebrows at Ms. Li, whose expression had 
turned very ugly. She asked, “Since I scored full marks, please answer how I got a zero 
on my report card.” 

 

Chapter 69: Apologize to the Teacher 

 

“Moreover, if I didn’t hear wrongly, that teacher didn’t see my paper at all just now. May 
I ask if Ms. Li secretly did something to my paper?” Shan Yue added. 

“I didn’t tamper with it at all. I just realized that you cheated and took out your paper 
alone!” Ms. Li quickly retorted. 

Shan Yue pressed on step by step. “There’s no evidence at all. Yet you’re saying that I 
cheated. Is this what you should do as a teacher? Besides, what right do you have to 
seize my test paper?” 

“Because I’m the dean. So what?” The dean standing behind Ms. Li shouted. 

At the same time, Ms. Li echoed, “Who doesn’t know that Shan Yue will always only 
score single digits in the exam and always be the last in the school? Now, she suddenly 
scored full marks all of a sudden. Even Li Xu, who has the best grades, can’t score full 
marks. Who would believe you? It’s obvious that she cheated to achieve good results. 
Do I still need evidence?” 



When the surrounding teachers heard this, they also agreed with Ms. Li. Although they 
were very satisfied with these papers, they would definitely not believe it if these papers 
were written by Shan Yue. 

Hence, everyone spoke one after another. 

“That’s right, Shan Yue. I know you want to prove yourself, but you can’t cheat.” 

“Ms. Li’s actions are for your own good. If you don’t admit it, you’ll really go overboard.” 

“I haven’t even pursued the mistake of cheating, and you’re already making things 
difficult for me!” 

“Shan Yue, if you study step by step, the teachers will still praise your attitude, but you 
want to achieve good results in such a way. You can fool others, but you can’t fool 
yourself!” 

Shan Yue’s head hurt from the noise from all directions. She finally couldn’t help but 
clap her hands and interrupt the teachers who were begging her in unison. “Enough. I 
told you, I didn’t cheat. If you don’t believe me, you can check the surveillance 
cameras.” 

The principal walked over and said to Shan Yue earnestly, “Shan Yue, this matter can 
end here. It’s a good child who knows his mistakes and can change. Apologize to the 
teachers now and this matter will be over.” 

She was looking for justice, and the principal wanted her to give in and apologize? Shan 
Yue was amused. “So, are you sure you’re not even willing to check the surveillance 
cameras and are accusing me of cheating?” 

This was the last chance she gave these teachers. It was clearly very simple to get a 
result and clear her name. Why did these people have to make it so complicated? Was 
it because the Host used to be a student with poor grades? Didn’t poor students have 
the right to be treated fairly? 

The principal was stunned by the question and his expression immediately turned ugly. 
He actually did not care if this student had cheated at all. It was just that Shan Yue had 
caused a huge commotion all the way here, so as the principal, he had no choice but to 
resolve it. 

As for checking the surveillance footage to prove Shan Yue’s innocence, it was 
impossible. It would be fine if they found out that Shan Yue had cheated, but if Shan 
Yue did not cheat, wouldn’t it be the teacher’s fault? 



If he really did as Shan Yue said and asked the teacher to apologize to her in front of all 
the teachers and students, where would the teacher’s face and dignity go? How could 
he control the other students in the future? 

Therefore, the principal would never agree to Shan Yue’s request. Hence, he pulled a 
long face and changed his previous attitude. He said loudly, “Why are you still causing 
trouble here? You have to go through so much trouble to check the surveillance 
cameras for a small matter. Do you think the entire school is playing with you?” 

“You’ve been fooling around for so long. Do you really think teachers are easy to bully? 
Shan Yue, if you continue to pester me, don’t come to school in the future. You don’t 
have to participate in the college entrance examination!” When the dean saw that the 
principal was willing to support him, he immediately became fierce. 

No matter how stubborn and bold ordinary students were, they would be frightened 
away when they heard that they could not go to school and take the college entrance 
examination. However, Shan Yue was not an ordinary student. Previously, she was the 
number one killer who made countless people tremble in fear. If she could be frightened 
away by these teachers, then the countless souls of her previous subordinates would 
have been killed for nothing. 

 

Chapter 70: See You in Court 

 

“You attacked me personally and publicly slandered me. You threatened me with 
expulsion and college entrance examination qualifications. I’ve already recorded the 
entire process. I’ll see you in court,” Shan Yue said calmly. As she spoke, she took out 
her phone and thought for a moment before entering a string of numbers on the dial. 

“Shan Yue, how dare you bring your phone to school? Do you still have the school rules 
in your eyes?” The dean’s eyes widened as he said angrily. 

“You think we can meet in court? Shan Yue, did you break your head the last time you 
fell into the water?” Ms. Li rolled her eyes. She did not think that a child from a poor 
family like Shan Yue would have the money to fight a lawsuit with the school. 

When she saw that Shan Yue had fallen into a situation where she was condemned by 
everyone, she immediately became smug. She immediately forgot about her previous 
experience of almost crying from fear. 

Shan Yue ignored the surrounding voices. The person she was looking for was a good 
friend she had made when she was still an assassin. He was a lawyer who also had a 
deep relationship with Ye Ying. His name was Xi Feng. 



Xi Feng’s law firm could be said to be the top in the world. No matter how big or small 
the lawsuits and cases he accepted, he had never lost. In fact, Xi Feng’s business level 
was so strong that when he fought a lawsuit, he could send the other party and the 
other party’s lawyer to jail. 

“Hello? You are…” On the other end of the line, Xi Feng picked up the phone in 
confusion. This was his private number. Usually, it was only used to contact family and 
friends. It was rare for unfamiliar calls to come in, which made him extremely puzzled. 

Hearing her old friend’s voice, Shan Yue’s mood instantly improved. She curled her lips 
and said in a clear voice, “Xi Feng, tell me where you are now.” 

Perhaps it was because the unfamiliar female voice from the other end was too 
imposing and inexplicably familiar, Xi Feng, who had always been noble and aloof in the 
eyes of others, subconsciously answered honestly, “I’m on a business trip to S City. 
Why?” 

It was actually in the same city as her. That was too coincidental and wonderful! Shan 
Yue’s smile became even more mysterious as she instructed, “Help me fight a lawsuit. 
I’m in the principal’s office of S City’s First High School now. Come over as soon as 
possible!” 

In the overly silent principal’s office, only Shan Yue’s voice echoed. The other teachers 
looked at each other, not knowing what Shan Yue wanted to do. As for Ms. Li, her mood 
was fluctuating, and her expression was extremely interesting. 

This lunatic, Shan Yue, actually wants to sue them all in court. Is her brain damaged? 
Ms. Li thought. 

Suddenly, she looked to the dean and the principal for help, hoping that they could 
quickly chase away this scourge, Shan Yue. 

“Principal, this student must be crazy. She can say whatever she wants. Should we ask 
the security department to take her away…” The dean sneakily approached the 
principal and whispered. 

The principal had mixed feelings. If he had not heard wrongly, the person Shan Yue 
called was Xi Feng? Was it Xi Feng, the famous top lawyer who had won every battle? 

The last time something happened to his family, he wanted to ask Xi Feng to come over 
and defend him. In the end, his assistant did not even answer his call, let alone accept 
his commission! 

If Shan Yue could really call Lawyer Xi Feng over, they would be in a lot of trouble. 
However, on second thought, how could a stupid and poor high school student have 
such connections? The principal quickly shook his head and shook away the bad 



thoughts in his mind. He said in a low voice, “Shan Yue, if you continue to act here and 
delay the teachers’ teaching activities, get lost and don’t come to class!” 

Shan Yue ignored their exasperated actions and continued to talk to Xi Feng. 

For some reason, although Xi Feng did not know who the girl who called was, she was 
someone who knew his private number that he had used for many years and had never 
revealed to anyone. She was so familiar with him. Even if she was not an acquaintance, 
she was a friend of an acquaintance. 

The first thing he did was pick up his car keys. He looked at his watch and replied, “I’ll 
be there in about five minutes. How’s it going over there? Is it dangerous? Will it be 
enough if I bring ten bodyguards?” 

In Xi Feng’s imagination, anything that could be asked of him was at least a life-and-
death matter or a big case involving hundreds of millions of funds. Therefore, he 
specially asked. 

 

 


